
Bubble Blast!



Background
Bubbles are a material that is made out of soap and bubbles, also sometimes only 
soap.Soaps make bubbles sometimes because soap has a material that can make 
the shape of a tracing, so when you blow soap it makes bubbles.Jack lin invented 
bubbles.Back then the children grabbed their soaps then made and played with 
the bubbles.There is many types of soaps like dial,Irish spring, aveeno, ivory, 
cetaphil, zest, ect. ect. Ect.

The Babylonians invented soap. The Babylonians found out that if you mix animal 
fats and wood it would make a great cleaning substance for your body, dishes, 
and clothes.
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Question
How does the type of soap affect how long the bubbles last?  



Hypothesis
If the type of soap is changed then the dish soap bubbles will last the longest



Variables
Independent Variable: Types of soap

Dependent Variable: How long the bubbles last

Control Variable: hand soap



Materials
●  hand soap
●  dish soap
● Shampoo
● Body wash
● 4 bowls
● Timer
● water



Procedures
1. Collect materials
2. Create bubbles using hand soap
3. Time how long bubbles last
4. Record data
5. Repeat steps 2-4 3 more times
6. Create bubbles using shampoo
7. Time how long the bubbles last
8. Record data
9. Repeat steps 6-8 3 more times

10. Create bubbles using dish soap
11. Time how long the bubbles last
12. Record data



Procedures
13. Repeat steps 10-12 3 more times

14. Create bubbles using body wash

15. Time how long the bubbles last

16. Record data

17. Repeat steps 14-16 3 more times



Observations

Hand soap

Trial 1

 The bubbles in the hand soap pop very fast

Trial 2

When we blew on the bubbles it took the bubbles 10 secs to come back together

Trial 3

The bubble time decrease almost half of  trial 2

Trial 4

The hand soap bubbles deflated the quikest



Observations

Shampoo

Trial 1

The shampoo looks like it is going to take the longest

Trial 2

When we blow on the bubbles of the shampoo they come back together quikly

Trial 3

The shampoo bubbles popped really fast

Trial 4

The bubbles have gotten bigger than the last trials



Observations

Dish soap

Trial 1

The dish soap isn’t really popping at all

Trial 2

The dawn is taking the shortest time 

Trial 3

The dish soap bubbles come back together quickly when blown on

Trial 4

The dish soap bubbles are the most dense



Observations

 Body wash

Trial 1

The body wash bubbles took the longest time to dissolve

Trial 2

Body wash was about the same time as the hand soap

Trial 3

This time the body wash was first

Trial 4

The body wash took a very short time to last



Data Tables

Amount Of Time In Minutes

Soaps Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Average

Hand soap;Dial 10 7 3 3 5.75

Shampoo;Fresemme 18 8 5 5 9

Dish Soap;Dawn 20 10 7 7 11

Body Wash;American 
Crew 13 5 4 3 6.25



Graphs



Graphs



Data Analysis
      This experiment looked at the at the connection between the 
types of soap and how long the bubbles last. The control is hand 
soap. The hand soap had bubbles that lasted the shortest time. 
The hand soap took less time in some of the trials than the 
shampoo but some were pretty close in time. The dish soap took 
longer than the hand soap did, however the dish soap took the 
longest amongst all the other soaps. The hand soap took the 
same amount of time as the body wash in trial 3, but the rest 
were pretty much the same  amount of time but different.



Data Analysis
    The hand soap is partially consistent because the bars 
are close but not close to being the same size. The 
shampoo is not consistent because trial 1 took 18 min and 
trial 3 is only 5 min, so this means that trial 1 is an outlier. 
The dish soap is not consistent because trial 1 took 20 min 
while trial 3 took 7 min, so this means that trial 1 is an 
outlier again. The body wash is not consistent because trial 
1 took 13 min and trial 4 took 3 min, so this means trial 1 is 
an outlier, again.



Data Analysis
 In trial 2 there was a mistake that the bubbles were forgot to put 
in the bowl before starting so we had to restart the trial. The 
factors that have affected my data was that the bubbles weren’t 
popping and my siblings kept running in the house so the bowls 
kept shaking. We can solve the problems by turning on all the 
fans in the  house and make my siblings go outside.



Conclusion
    The hypothesis for this experiment was: If the type of soap is 
changed then the dish soap bubbles will last the longest. This 
hypothesis supported. It is supported because trial 1 took 20 
min, trial 2 took 10 min, trial 3 took 7 min and trial 4 took 9 min, 
but however, some of the trial 1s took longer time than trial 3 
and 4 of the dish soap.



Further Research
●  How does the weight of the  bubble affect how long it lasts.

● How does the size of the bubbles affect how long the bubble lasts.

● How does the amount of soap affect how long the bubble floats.


